‘There are many ways to travel, but only walking gives you the opportunity to move at the pace of nature. A
walking safari demands that you throw out the clatter of urban life and tune into the bush, to its sounds and
smells, the textures, temperature and colours: it is how animals survive...’ – David Bristow
Not only does walking in the bush force you to tune out the clutter in your head to be able to focus on the
world and movements around you, but the requirement of silence between fellow walkers is essential for the
safety and success of the walk itself. Not many places or activities today require you to be silent!
Botswana is currently not well known for its walking safaris; however, we are working hard to change that! On
an international level for walking safaris it is recommended that your trails or walking guide be armed in case
of any unfortunate events and here in Botswana it is not easy to gain qualifications to carry a rifle. Therefore,
not all guides are able to in fact take walking safaris or any walk with guests in a wildlife area. All our walks
are led by a armed guide and accompanied by a backup guide, when we have more than two walking guests.
Depending on the location of the walk, we may also involve a tracker to accompany the group.
Walking safaris are an active and far more intense style of safari. At the same time, it offers a feeling of
freedom that you may never experience again, freedom in one of the wildest places in the world. It is
considered the purest form of safari you can experience in today’s world and allows you to relive some of the
first explorers of Africa’s day to day experiences.
Our walking here at Walk Botswana Safaris is not considered a ‘stroll’ in the park, as our walks often include
tracking wildlife, crossing difficult terrain and reaching our set goals for the day, which may mean reaching
our next camp for the night. Our aim is to utilise wilderness not used by other people, not a footprint to be
seen or a car track to be walked over. Each walking safari itinerary that we compose is tailor made according
to your walking ability and additional safari requests and with that in mind we have provided three categories
for our walkers in which to set themselves:

Stroller: Interested in leisurely walks of up to 1 – 2 hours per day, with game drives and other activities
during the rest of the time. The walks will include a stroll along a water way or to a waterhole returning to
camp or stopping at a designated pick up site.
Hikers: Dedicated walkers, able to do 3 – 4 hours of walking at a time at least once per day, with game drives
and other activities during the rest of the time. This allows out walkers to get some tracking of game under
their belts and put some distance under their feet as they explore the wilderness around camp. Unless a
designated pick up spot is previously arranged walkers will return to camp typically for lunch and continue
their safari activities for the rest of the day.
Explorers: Avid and fit walkers, able to do up to 6-7 hour of walking per day if needed. Breaks will on certain
days be taken out in the bush only returning to camp at the end of the day. For walking itineraries that
include walking from one camp location to another we will require explorer walkers. All helicopter walking
itineraries are also composed specifically for explorer style walkers. Minimal to no game drives are included
in this style of walking unless specifically arranged. Night drives can be arranged depending on the area that
we are in.
We use the above categories to set itineraries for our guests, as each area will be more suitable to a specific
type of walker and safari goer. Additional activities such as boating, game drives and canoeing will also
determine the areas that we select. All our tailor-made walking safaris use our mobile safari camp as the
basis for accommodation with the addition of a night or two in a selected lodge that fits in with the walking
trail.
For further information on our mobile safaris please see our information document, WBS Mobile Safari Styles.
Areas that we operate in include community wildlife concessions throughout Northern Botswana's Okavango
Delta and the Kgalagadi. Walking is not permitted in National Parks or Game Reserves so we utilise the areas
that border these protected areas. Additionally, we operate mobile safari and walking safaris out of a private
concession in the western Okavango Delta.

Our newest product is the ultimate adventure for our walking guests, taking them off the map for a truly
unique safari experience. We take you up close and personal with wildlife and the landscape around you in
areas with no trace of another human. This exclusive product has to our knowledge never been done before,
taking you to the forefront of safari adventure.
This product combines the oldest of safari activities; walking with one of the newest forms of safari travel;
helicopters. We believe that this combination brings to you the best of both worlds, while still maintaining a
low carbon footprint in areas that has not been compromised by the impact of man. This product uses a
combination of sleep out nights and lodge nights to give you an adventurous, yet luxurious experience. Our
sleep out nights are taken in unknown locations, wherever our weary feet feel the need to make camp for the
night – be it under a relieving canopy of shady jackal berry trees or next to a weaving river channel. We do,
however make an effort to not locate ourselves in areas that will disturb the natural flow of wildlife around us
but rather benefit from watching the undisturbed movement. The basic equipment needed for the sleep out
nights will be carried by each walker, sufficient for a good night’s rest yet not excessive, certainly not
including any luxury items. What you carry is all that you need and nothing more! A good reminder of how
little we really do need to survive.
‘So how are the helicopters involved?’ you ask. Many of the areas in which we walk are remote, difficult to
access by vehicle or just straight out impossible. These areas by nature provide the remotest experiences,
just by being off the ‘beaten track’. So, we bring in the choppers when we need to access these areas,
traverse a tricky piece of terrain such as an impassable flood plain, deep channel or immense mopane forest.
They bring in an extra level of exclusivity, brush off the basic transfer by vehicle and get into the most
pristine of landscapes.
As mentioned, the sleep out nights are interspersed with nights at a lodge, normally walking to arrive late
afternoon at our next destination. This night in a lodge gives you the chance keep in touch with the luxury yet
remain exhilarated on adventure. You are also given a chance to indulge in the activities at the lodge on
these selected days, whether it be a boat or mokoro (traditional canoe) trip or even a game drive if you so
fancy. The specific lodges that are selected for these nights will depend on the locations in which we are
walking, but our itineraries include all the information and names of the lodges for your interest. It is the
perfect mix of adventure and luxury, giving you, genuinely, the best of both worlds.
These helicopter safaris are the only set itineraries that we have within our portfolio. There are options for a 5
or 6 night itinerary in the Central Okavango Delta or Linyanti|Savuti Region. For further reference please see
our information document, WBS 5 Night Example Itinerary_Central Delta_Helicopter Camping document.

